
Writing for NAMGAR

Introduction

Contributions from NAMGAR members account for a good 
deal of the material printed in MGA! magazine and eNews!, 
our online newsletter, as well as the NAMGAR website. We 
encourage everyone to send us MGA and 
MGA Variant stories, ex-
periences, technical tips 
and thoughts. MGA! is 
published bi-monthly and 
has grown to 48 pages in 
recent years.  eNews! is sent 
to NAMGAR members via 
email on the months when the 
magazine isn’t distributed and, 
in general, consists of shorter 
articles along with updates about 
NAMGAR events and activi-
ties.  Material for the website is 
welcomed at any time as this is 
an ongoing effort with no specific 
deadline. We do make an attempt 
to publish most of what we receive.

Why wouldn’t we publish your article? Perhaps the 
material isn’t timely or was covered in an earlier is-
sue. Sometimes the publication schedule will make 
the material obsolete.  It’s also possible the mate-
rial isn’t suitable: sex, drugs, and violence work 
well in books and on television, but don’t pique the interest of 
NAMGAR members in the right way.  Unless it’s a technical 
article, if the material is too “dry” or written in an uninteresting 
way, it’s not likely to make it to the magazine; there are even 
limits for technical articles. 

We can provide helpful suggestions for many types of articles, 
as we would like publishing material to be as painless as pos-
sible, for us and for you. We hope this publication will help you 
understand our needs for printed and electronic media and how 
we can assist you in getting your material published in MGA! 
magazine, eNews!, or online.

The Process of Writing

The first thing that most everyone says about themselves is that 
they do not know how to write. What they really mean is that 
they don’t know how to write well. Writing well comes with 
practice; few of us enjoyed our English classes in high-school 
and unless forced into jobs that required a lot of writing, few of 
us willingly nurtured the skill.

Step One: Just write! It’s that simple. Don’t think about how 
you are saying it, just write it down the way you would say it

to a friend, warts and all. Get your thoughts on paper or into a 
word processing file. Once they are written down, you can edit, 
accentuate or exaggerate as required.

We suggest that you not complete your master-
piece in one sitting. Write it, 

put it down and come back 
to it over the course of sev-

eral days. Writing is more 
tedious than difficult. Writ-
ing an article may require 
several review and rewrite 
iterations before you get just 
what you want.

If you need assistance with 
grammar and spelling, most 

computer software has tools that 
can help you; otherwise, there 
are dictionaries, thesauruses, and 
writing guides available from a 
bookstore, library or on the Inter-
net.  After articles are submitted, to 
the magazine they are reviewed by 
the Copy Editor for spelling, gram-

mar, and punctuation errors before 
they go into the layout.  The layout is 
also reviewed several times before it 

is released for print and once more in the form of 
proof sheets before publication.  Similarly, material submitted 
to the website and eNews! is checked by the Internet Coordina-
tors before it is posted.

If you have questions about how our work is progressing or 
general questions about the writing process, feel free to reach 
out to the Editor, Copy Editor, or Internet Coordinators for sug-
gestions.  Their contact information is listed on the Masthead 
page of the magazine as well as on the website.

Step Two: There is no Step Two! (See Step One.)

How Many Words Should I Write?

Let’s focus on the magazine first.  The number of words varies 
depending on the article type.  There are basically four types of 
articles in MGA! — Open Fire (letters to the editor), Feature, 
Local News, and Fill.

Open Fire: we like to keep letters to the editor small and com-
pact. The length should not exceed one hundred (100) words, 
less is more here; occasionally a small image is acceptable if it 
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is relevant to the material presented in the letter. Letters longer 
than one hundred words are frequently edited, sometimes se-
verely, to permit all letters destined for an issue to be printed.

Local News: These kind of articles are meant to inform the 
membership about the happenings in a certain geographical 
area, typically a Chapter or a Special Interest Group (SIG). 
They should be between three hundred fifty (350) and four hun-
dred (400) words. Images are encouraged because they add ad-
ditional interest to the article.

Feature articles: This is the main event in MGA! They are 
typically between one thousand five hundred (1500) and one 
thousand seven hundred (1700) words: this is about two printed 
pages when accompanied by several pictures. They are typi-
cally in-depth, themed articles.

Fill Articles: These are used to fill out the magazine with short
interesting experiences, anecdotes, short stories, trivia, etc.  
They are typically between three hundred fifty (350) and eight 
hundred (800) words (between one-half and one whole printed 
page), with one or two images.

Article Submission

In this day and age the preferred method for submitting mate-
rial for magazine publication is as a Microsoft Word document 
(or equivalent) emailed it to the Editor at editor@namgar.com.  
Photographs should be sent as attachments rather than embed-
ded in the article (more about this later).

Use a standard font like Arial, Helvetica, Times Roman or Ver-
dana. Not all computers have the same fonts installed, so if you 
use a “fancy” font in your text, it may not be usable because 
the font is not available to us. All computer/word processing 
applications have at least one of these four fonts. Use a font 
size of 11 points (regular) for your basic text and a bold font to 
indicate headings with an italic font for critical information that 
you want emphasized.

Before being placed into the magazine layout, your article will 
be reviewed by our Copy Editor for spelling, grammar and 
punctuation errors. The layout is reviewed several times in 
the course of development to weed out items that are missed 
along the way as well as typos, spacing, and other gremlins 
that hide in the text.  

There are a some common mistakes that you should be aware 
of that will make our editing job easier.  Try to avoid overusing 
exclamation points; it diminishes their effectiveness!!!!!  Also 
be on alert for certain words that tend to be overused, like “just,” 
“also,” “next,” and “very.” Not necessarily bad by themselves, 
but when they show up in every paragraph, or multiple times in 
one paragraph, it’s time for a rewrite.  Remember that punctuation 
marks always go inside a closing quotation mark.  When there 
is a list of items in a sentence, there should be a comma after the 
next to last item; the one before “and” (e.g., gas, oil, water, and 
beer).  Use quotation marks for titles of poems, songs, articles, 
or short stories. Italicize titles of books, movies, plays, musicals,  

TV shows, magazines, and the title of an article in a magazine.  
When referring to more than one MG, MGs is correct, not 
MG’s. Don’t add an apostrophe.  Also, MGA Mk II is correct, 
not MGA-MKII, or MGA MKII. 

What If I Don’t Have a Computer?

If you don’t have a computer, you may submit an article by 
mailing it to the address listed for the Editor on the Masthead 
page of the magazine.  We urge you type your articles or have 
someone type them for you.  Handwritten material can be very 
difficult to read even if you excel at penmanship.  We can scan 
photographs for you and will return the originals.

Pictures

Everyone likes to see pictures. Pictures really add to MGA!.
Could you imagine a magazine without pictures? We can. They 
call them scientific reports...Zzzzz, so you can imagine what a 
few pictures can add to an article.  Even if you aren’t writing an 
article, but just submitting a picture, this section is for you, too!

First and foremost, the picture should be in focus! One can do 
a lot of things today with photographic software, but one can’t 
make a bad picture good, especially when it comes to focus.

Second, when sending a picture, be sure to include a short caption 
so we know what we are looking at and how it relates to the ar-
ticle. Just sending a photo? We would still like a caption. If there 
are people in the photograph, it would be helpful if you provided 
their names. The ones we make up may not be very flattering.

Third, don’t use your mobile phone’s camera. Although these 
cameras are improving, the images that they create may not gen-
erate enough image pixels for printed material like MGA! maga-
zine. Unless you know, for certain, that your trusty mobile phone 
can generate a three hundred dpi/ppi (dots per inch/pixels per 
inch) image, grab your film or digital camera!  Here are some 
general picture taking tips, not necessarily specific to articles:

• If you are taking a picture hoping that it may be on the cover, 
turn your camera so that the image will be vertical in the view 
finder. Cover images are almost square and need to be approxi-
mately 9” x 9” at 300 dpi resolution.

• If you’re going for a centerfold, these images should be hori-
zontal (landscape) and even bigger.  Centerfold images are ap-
proximately 9” x 15” at 300 dpi resolution.

• Cover and centerfold photos should be dramatic in composi-
tion, lighting, or both.  Be aware of what’s in the background.  
If it’s a great photo of a gorgeous MGA, but there’s a lawn-
mower and some trash cans in the background, forget about it.  
You don’t want the background to compete with the center of 
attention in these photos.  Note:  This is not as critical with im-
ages used to illustrate an article. 

• Don’t crop your pictures too tightly.  We need some allowance 
to  position the image on the page when creating the layout.



• Force your flash to fire when subjects are backlit. If you know 
how to fill flash, that’s even better yet.

• Do not make any alterations to the image using your photo-
graphic software. We will do that so we can make the correc-
tions we require for publication. Images from digital cameras 
usually have camera data embedded in the file that can be useful 
in making corrections for printing. Some photographic software 
products may not preserve that information.

•. We have the ability to accept digital camera files in multiple 
digital camera formats. Jpg (.jpeg) is preferred, but .tiff, .gif, 
and .bmp files will also work. 

We wished we could tell you how to set up your camera, but 
there are just too many models. This is one time you may be 
forced to read the manual. 

See the section “Sending Digital Material” (below) for tips on 
getting your files to us.  If you have a copy, read “Your Car on 
the Cover of a Magazine,” from MGA!, Jan/Feb 2009, Volume 
34, No. 3, page10, for a contributor’s perspective. (Also avail-
able on the website under the Articles and News tab.)

Scanning Photos and Documents

Many members have optical scanners, generally as one of the 
features of a multifunction printer.   Scanning items is an alterna-
tive to mailing them. There are a few things you need to consider.

• Make sure your scanner resolution is set to scan at 300 dpi! 
(Scanning software typically defaults to 200 dpi.) 

• Save photographs as jpg/jpeg files.  As mentioned earlier, .tif, 
.gif, and.bmp files are also acceptable.

• You can save documents, logos, or other “text” material in any 
of the formats mentioned above, or as a .pdf file.  PDF files gen-
erally reproduce letter shapes better than the photo file formats, 
but we can not modify these images, so they need to be perfect 
to begin with.  All we can do is change the size of a .pdf image.

• If you don’t have a way to scan items, but don’t want to give 
up the original material, ask a friend, family member, neighbor 
or fellow NAMGAR member if they can do it for you.

Sending Digital Material

Today, email is the way most people transmit material to the 
MGA! Editor. One or more files attached to an email usually 
works fine. We can handle email with total file sizes up to 
5MB per email. Sending more than one email to transmit all 
the files is acceptable. Just tell us that there are more emails 
coming so we can watch for them and compile them appro-
priately.  If you are sending a large, high resolution image or 
multiple files in an email, consider sending a ZIP file. ZIP files 
can reduce the total size of all the included files, but more im-
portantly, they group the files and make them easier to handle 
at the editorial office.

As mentioned earlier, please do not embed the image in the 
body of the email, attach it to the email instead. Embedding can 
subject it to modifications by the mail application which you 
might not intend.

You may also submit the material on a CD-ROM/DVD-ROM. 
Just be sure that the disc you create is Microsoft Windows com-
patible. Check your disc burning application “Help” file for the 
necessary settings, if using an operating system other than MS 
Windows. Macintosh users: if you cannot find a setting for cre-
ating a Windows compatible disc, use the ISO-9660 standard.

Another option is to use Dropbox to transfer large files.  Con-
tact the Editor for details on this option.

Submitting Material for eNews! and the NAMGAR Website

Many of the guidelines for submitting articles and photographs  
to the magazine hold true for electronic media as well, but there 
are some significant differences.

Some of the magazine content may make it into eNews! and on 
to the website, but what we really want is unique content for 
these venues.  The kind of material will be the same as what 
is published in the magazine, but in most instances is shorter, 
about a half to a full page of typewritten material.

Bear in mind that articles for the website are viewable by any-
one using the Internet, and should therefore be written with this 
in mind. For example, a technical article may need more spe-
cific information so that readers unfamiliar with MGAs/Mag-
nettes gain a better understanding.  Also be aware of personal 
information and photos that you may not wish to have viewed 
by the entire global population.

When submitting photos for the website, please do not edit 
or crop your photos - we will do that to ensure the photo fits 
correctly on the website.  Your photos do not need to be high 
resolution; 72 dpi is adequate as that’s the resolution of a com-
puter monitor.

Articles submitted for the NAMGAR website can be posted 
within a few days of receipt of the article and photos - provid-
ing the requirements above have been followed. There is no 
limit to the number of words/photos - a very long article can be 
posted in several parts.

Articles about upcoming Chapter and Special Interest Groups 
are always welcome. Don’t forget to submit your events to 
the Calendar of Events on namgar.com. Go to this link and 
complete the online form http://www.namgar.com/events/cal-
endar_add/   

Legal Stuff

MGA! and eNews! are official publications of the North Amer-
ican MGA Register, Ltd. (NAMGAR). Contributions from 
members are encouraged, and every effort will be made to use 
appropriate material. Unsolicited material from non-members



is welcome. All materials sent must be free of copyright encum-
brance and include release forms where applicable.

NAMGAR makes every effort to publish the material it re-
ceives, but submission to MGA! magazine, eNews!, or the 
website is not a guarantee of publication.  All material pub-
lished in these venues becomes the property of NAMGAR. The 
editor/web coordinators reserve the right to edit for length and 
appropriateness.

Copyright is a really tricky area and is really the domain of 
copyright lawyers. But we’ve been asked to clarify a couple of
points.

Free of Copyright Encumbrance: If you didn’t actually create 
the material yourself (text, photographs, drawings, etc.), then 
you must get permission from the person(s) who did. The per-
mission must be in writing and specifically give permission to 
NAMGAR for publication. For example, if an article was pub-
lished which used a piece of artwork from a professional illus-
trator, the illustrator would be required to send us a statement 
granting permission to use that illustration. Within this context, 
there are exceptions, so if you are unsure...ask!

Material Becomes the Property of NAMGAR: What needs 
to be clarified here is that the material published in MGA!, 
eNews! or on the website, becomes the property of NAMGAR. 
You are free to submit the raw material (e.g., a Word docu-
ment) you submitted to us to anyone else you desire. How-
ever, you do not own the published work (e.g. an article in a 
NAMGAR publication created from that Word document) and 
you may not grant permission to anyone or any other publica-
tion to reprint the published work, as it appeared in NAMGAR 
print or digital format.  By the same token, another publica-
tion may not print the material, as published in MGA! or via 
electronic media without the permission from NAMGAR’s 
Communications Manager (communications@namagar.com).  
Again, if you are unsure...ask!

From time to time, we receive published works and images from 
their authors for reprint in MGA!. If you are such a person and 
you wish to guarantee your copyright on the material, include a 
release form with your submission detailing the rights for use.

Computer Software

The computer software you use to create your articles and im-
ages can be as varied as the computers in the market place. 
Most Microsoft Windows based computers come with one or 
more of the following word processing applications: Microsoft 
Word, Microsoft Word Pad, and Microsoft Notepad. Any of 
these three are suitable for creating text document for MGA! 
articles. For Macintosh computers, MS Word is available and 
Pages is provided on the newer machines.

If you don’t have a full-featured word processor on your com-
puter system, consider an Open Source application like Open 
Office by openoffice.org. This application will run on either a 
Windows or Macintosh OS-X operating system.

For images on a Windows system there is Microsoft Paint and 
for Macintosh there is iPhoto. If you do not have full-featured 
photographic software on your system, consider products like 
Paint Shop Pro, Picasa, or Gimp.  Most of these products can be 
found by searching the  Internet and range in price from free to 
over one hundred dollars.

Questions and Suggestions

If you have any suggestions for improving NAMGAR’s 
publications or questions about publishing in MGA! maga-
zine, please feel free to write the Editor at editor@namgar.
com. Likewise, questions regarding eNews! or website mate-
rial should be directed to the Internet Coordinators at web@
namgar.com. You may also call or write to the contact informa-
tion listed for the Editor in the Masthead of the magazine or on 
the NAMGAR website. 
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